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Ready, steady, go! 

In the morning millions of people on public transport get to work 

and stay glued to the displays of their portable phones, the 

so-called smart phones. While they wait, they stay glued, while 

they talk, they stay glued, phone in hand, as if it were a western 

Colt, ready to be used at the slightest sign of threat. In only 

fifteen minutes they can do a lot of things, in fifteen minutes 

they know how the weather will be, as if they could not look out 

the window or feel the air on their faces, they know the news of 

the world, of this one and, perhaps, of others, filtered, of 

course, by their own preferences carefully and continuously col-

lected by the free services they use, thinking they are enjoying 

something neutral, highly informative. They have heard the news 

from friends, or e-friends, a hundred, a thousand, the more the 

better, as if it were possible to cultivate deep friendship with 

more than a few people. They have said that they like this and 

don't like that, exposing their intimacy to the world, proudly or 

unconsciously. From bad to worse, they have seen the state of the 

stock exchange in New York, Tokyo and various other cities in dif-

ferent time zones, the price, very reasonable even, of the things 

they would like to buy, high definition photos of the bodies that 

they would like to have, the very expensive prices of the products 

necessary for such bodies to sculpt, the price of seminars, cours-

es, personal improvement products, because, as advertising well 

knows, we are always a little bit short of our true desires, we 

must always be evolving, improving, always improving until we are 

more-than-perfect and after that, improving perfection, there is 

always someone ready to handle our apparent imperfection and to 

profit from that. They have seen how long it takes to arrive and 

the best way to get there, after inserting two long numbers in the 

GPS reader and forgetting how to read a map, at home, before going 

out and perhaps getting lost, and having to ask someone the way. 



All this requires a lot of energy, the battery runs out, and the 

first person to find the plug hidden behind the train seat or near 

the alarm signal of the moving carriage, is the winner, phone 

charged, ready for another flow of fresh information, always 

fresh, because in a minute, everything can change, it is necessary 

to be on top of the event, even better, in the event, and this is 

possible, yes, it is possible because we are always connected, 

always connected and always connecting to what others like, to our 

far-fetched virtual image, always connected, to the video we made, 

always connected, to the very funny video we received from one of 

those friends, always connected, to the flickering image we

sinfully hide - but shouldn't we share? - always connected, to who 

said what, how and where, to the dress of the popstar, always con-

nected, always talking and always talking, and we don't look at 

the face of the person next to us, we don't see the landscape 

passing by, we don't get bored, that's not even possible, they 

don't leave us time for that. We ignore the look on the children's 

faces that seek the attention they don't get because they can't 

compete with so much information, so much technology, intelligent 

and artificial, and, damn it, very sexy, full of action. How I 

love my little screen! ah, how I love my phone, it's my most be-

loved jewel that I take with me wherever I go, that sleeps by my 

side, the most precious thing I have, it has everything there, 

everything I am, it gives me everything, everything I need, every-

thing I want, everything I didn't even know I wanted, a perfect 

lover. Honestly, sometimes I'm amazed with so much free abundance, 

but who will pay for all of this? I wonder... but it doesn't 

matter, I'm on the net, on the nets, I'm connected, I'm every-

where, and I have a lot of friends, lol, you know? blah blah 

blah...

Manuel Vilhena, 2022
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Monica Cecchi, Blablabla, Necklace, Recycled tin, 24x9cm, 2022

5410€



Manuel Vilhena, Mericson, pendant, juniper, 24K, 18K, coral, nylon,  150x42x20, 2022

2710€



Monica Cecchi, Honeymoon, necklace, recycled tin, 21x18cm, 2022

5410€



Manuel Vilhena, Green Pirate, brooch, 

juniper wood, steel, fine gold, amber, 

175x125x45, 2022

3250€

Manuel Vilhena, Blue Pirate, brooch, 

juniper wood, steel, silver, glass, 18K, 

160x120x20, 2022

2440€



Monica Cecchi, Fake-fake,  necklace, recycled tin, 32x18cm, 2022

5410€



Manuel Vilhena, Orange Phone, pemdant, juniper, 24K, amber, steel, nylon, 185x45x25, 2022

2440€



Monica Cecchi, Gipsy village, Necklace, Recycled tin, 28cm, 2012-2014

5410€



Manuel Vilhena, PinkPirate, brooch, juniper wood, steel, silver, moonstone, ebony, 215x170x25, 

2022

2440€



Monica Cecchi, Ahh, brooch, recycled tin, 

24x9cm, 2015

2980€

    Monica Cecchi, AHHH, brooch, Recycled tin, 

10x8x3,5cm, 2018 

3250€



Manuel Vilhena, Green Phone, pendant, juniper wood, 24K, cristal rock, nylon, steel,

120x45x10, 2022

2710€



Monica Cecchi, Into the wild, Necklace, Recycled tin, 18x25cm, 2022

5410€



    Monica Cecchi, K.A.N.T, ring, recycled tin, 

4x4,5x1,5cm, 2019 

1350€

Manuel Vilhena, Pirate, ring, 18K, ambar, bone, 

coral, 40x50x50, 2022

2710€



R. da Esperança, 59-61 1200-655 Lisboa I +351 21 395 14 07 

www.galeriareverso.com I mail@galeriareverso.com


